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Decennial Census As of the census [2] of , there were 71, people, 32, households, and 18, families residing in
the city. The population density was 8, There were 32, housing units at an average density of 3, The racial
makeup of the city was Hispanic or Latino of any race were There were 32, households out of which The
average household size was 2. In the city, the population was spread out with The median age was 35 years.
For every females, there were For every females age 18 and over, there were According to the census,
Rhode Island has the highest per capita Liberian population in the country. Over the past decades various
organizations have been active in continuing that support of the local arts community and beyond. Through
the support of then Mayor James E. Doyle and Planning Department Michael Cassidy, Weiss brought
significant recognition for Pawtucket-Arts oriented development strategy [4]. Over the years Pawtucket has
become known as a center for arts and culture [5]. Each September, the city, in conjunction with the
Pawtucket Arts Festival Board of Directors, members chosen from the community, produce an annual
citywide Arts Festival [10]. Much of the work implementing the vision of Mayor Doyle and growing this
month-long Arts Festival was done by Herb Weiss. The team was owned by Ben Mondor until his death and
was recently sold by his estate. The longest professional baseball game in history, 33 innings, was played at
McCoy Stadium in This rich and popular tradition will come to an end in when the Red Sox AAA affiliate is
relocated to Worcester, Massachusetts [18] In the Narragansett Park opened for Thoroughbred horse racing.
Until its closure in , the track hosted several important races that drew some of the top horses from around the
United States including Hall of Fame members; Seabiscuit , War Admiral and Gun Bow. Parks and recreation[
edit ] Slater Memorial Park has full recreational facilities including tennis courts and picnic areas.
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Marshal Brisco County, Sr. Lee Ermey has apprehended a gang of outlaws and its leader, the notorious John
Bly. While transporting them to stand trial, County is murdered and the gang escapes. Meanwhile, in a nearby
mine, a group of shackled Chinese workers unearths "The Orb", a large golden globe studded with rods. A
worker draws one of the rods from out of the Orb, then touches several of his co-workers with it. As each
worker is touched with the rod he is imbued with superhuman strength which they use to break the iron chains
binding them, thus freeing themselves. Bruce Campbell , the son of the slain U. Marshal, to track and
re-capture Bly Billy Drago and his gang. Another bounty hunter, Lord Bowler Julius Carry , who is known for
his expert tracking skills, also hopes to capture Bly. The two men often find themselves reluctantly joining
forces to achieve a common goal. Later in the series, Brisco and Bowler work together as partners and friends.
In a battle on a train car, Brisco knocks Smith off the train and into a river; he is assumed dead until he
reappears later in the series. Professor Ogden Coles, a scientist who studies the Orb, heals Brisco with the
device. In the episode "Bye Bly", it is revealed that Bly is a fugitive from the distant future who has traveled to
to steal the Orb. Bly plans to use the Orb to travel back to his time and rule the world. Brisco eventually kills
Bly by stabbing him with a rod from the Orb causing Bly to disintegrate into a pile of ashes. He has a
compulsive attachment to his "piece" pistol , and given any opportunity will pontificate about topics such as
art and philosophy. Much of the series is devoted to the science fiction plot surrounding the Orb, and it is this
mix of the Western genre with fantasy that has helped Brisco maintain its cult status. In the pilot episode,
Brisco and Professor Wickwire modify a rocket to run on train tracks. In the episode "Brisco For the Defense",
Brisco uses a slide projector to show a trial jury fingerprint evidence. Professor Wickwire returns many times
in the series to assist with technology, including tinkering with motorcycles and rescuing the heroes with a
helium-filled zeppelin. Some of these out-of-time technologies were archaic imaginations of those prevalent in
the 20th century, and two film researchers, Cynthia Miller and A. Bowdoin Van Riper, suggest that followers
of the show may be puzzled that such inventions, so useful in their own lives, are not exploited further. Brisco
is meant to be aware of the imminent changes in society and technology and actively looks for them. The
writers of the show, and also the character of Brisco, refer to this concept as "The Coming Thing". Cowboys
still chew tobacco and ride the range and states are still territories but, over the horizon, is the onset of
electricity, the first autos and telephones. Brisco is in the middle of a transition from the past to the future.
Speaking about the humor of the show, Campbell said, "I would say 30 percent of each episode is being
played for laughs. He auditioned five times before being offered the role. Bruce Campbell went through five
auditions for the role of Brisco before he was hired. In his first audition with the casting director, Campbell
spontaneously did a standing flip. The stunt impressed the casting director so much that during each
subsequent audition, Campbell was asked to do the flip again. In his final audition, Campbell assured the
network executives that if hired for the role, he would work hard to make the show a success. Clemenson was
apprehensive about pursuing one of the lead roles in a television show because of the long time commitments
involved. He adds the voice of intelligence and caution to balance our cast". He had researched black cowboys
for a project in college and used that knowledge in his portrayal of Bowler. Carry said that Bowler was similar
to the real-life black deputy U. Marshal Bass Reeves , in that "Reeves always got his man and would often pull
off incredible tricks to bring people in. He had no knowledge of Campbell, but approved of the choice for the
leading man after watching Army of Darkness. He later told Starlog, "I saw that he would be very good with
the physical stuff and that he could deliver a one-liner. I knew the situation would be good. According to Cary
Darling, a television critic, this attitude is different from serious Westerns and "may hew more to the truth than
one might think". He said historians have noted that black cowboys were common and that conflicts with
white cowboys were rare. Cuse said that he and the writers enjoyed paying homage to the television star of
their childhoods: Greenblatt wanted a show that had a style similar to the Indiana Jones movies. Westerns and
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science fiction. This gave Boam and Cuse the idea to combine the genres. Their aim was to create an
action-adventure with a modern feel. We see it as a contemporary program. Our characters just happen to be
living in the West with s sensibilities. The Indiana Jones movies were period pieces too, but you never thought
of them that way. Our violence is cartoonish. There is no pain and suffering. Boam, who served as executive
producer, also contributed scripts for the show. Every member of the staff participated in breaking down and
analyzing the stories they conceived. Worth commented, "there was a very high percentage of ideas that
worked in the room and got translated to paper that worked when you put them on film. Each episode of
Brisco was filmed in seven days, so the turn-around time for scripts was one week. He said the writing team
felt the television audience was ready for a "trans-genre form", because much of the audience grew up with
Lethal Weapon , Star Trek , and The Wild Wild West. Porter and Porter describe the novel as an "ancestor
text", because the characters of Brisco and Bly both refer to it, and say that this type of literary device is used
again by Cuse in Lost. Cuse said that he let such ideas flourish because of his relative inexperience with
writing for television series. The writers quickly realized they needed to scale the idea down to something the
production designers could create. They settled on putting a full pirate crew on a stagecoach with cannons.
Kern said it was better to "shoot past the mark, and come back to it, rather than start below it". Cuse said, "I
think we did a particularly good job of maintaining continuity with all the schizophrenic notes we were getting
from the network. Cuse said, "We were biting off more than we could chew All these things added too many
elements to serve simultaneously. It was one of the last Western shows to use the backlot. It was a tough
show, but I was very proud of the horses because they worked well, they never held the company up, and
everything seemed to work fine. The main horse was Copper, chosen by veteran wrangler Gordon Spencer
because it was calm and gentle. Campbell nicknamed the horse "Leadbelly" due to its ability to remain calm
during action or dialogue scenes. Another horse, Boss, was used for long-range shots, chase scenes, and
elaborate stunts, such as leaps through windows. Ace was called in when the crew had to shoot scenes in
which the horse reared. Near the end of the season, a horse named Comet was trained, its name chosen so that
the horse would get used to hearing it on set. According to Spencer, all those stunts "as well as tying the knots
and opening the door and going into rooms and all of that" were done by Strip. For these scenes, Spencer
would stand off-camera and use a stick to signal Strip. Campbell had a special pocket sewn into his costume
and filled it with grain to reward Strip after every take. One of the prop Orbs was used for stunts and had
retractable rods. A second version was manufactured from cast bronze, making it heavy: The rocket car seen
in the pilot episode was built by special effects coordinator Kam Cooney and was a working vehicle with an
internal combustion engine and throttle controls. Some items used in the show had been repurposed from older
productions, and some would later be used in other shows. For example, the steam locomotive seen in the pilot
episode was the same as the one used in Back to the Future Part III.
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November 6 at 1: A partial plate was also obtained. This information was broadcasted to all patrol units to be
on the lookout. A short while later, Officer Paul Furtado initially observed a vehicle matching the description
and partial plate match near Wal-Mart on Quequechan Street. He began following the vehicle along with
Officer Kelly Furtado. Despite all of these officers attempting to stop this vehicle, the operator accelerated and
drove on to the sidewalk to avoid being stopped. The vehicle continued north on Quequechan Street toward
Pleasant Street. At this time, a short pursuit began. Officers converged toward the area of Pleasant and
Quequechan Streets. The suspect continued on Quequechan Street, travelling on the wrong side of the road
and disobeying traffic control signs. The operator swerved to avoid colliding with another police vehicle that
was travelling south on Quequechan Street. The vehicle then mounted the curb and sidewalk causing
significant damage to the wheels and ultimately disabling it at the intersection of County Street and
Quequechan Street. Two suspects fled from the vehicle and a foot pursuit began. A perimeter was established
and one of the suspects was cornered in the rear yard of County Street. After a brief struggle, the male was
taken into custody and identified as Kristopher Ferreira d. At this time, the investigation continues in an
attempt to identify and locate him. Two female passengers in the vehicle were detained and questioned as part
of the investigation. Officers canvassed the nearby area where the apprehended suspect had ran through and
located a replica pellet pistol that had been discarded. The investigation is still ongoing and more charges may
be added. The suspect vehicle was seized and towed to the Fall River Police Department for further
investigation.
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Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage can help you find Bristol County, MA homes for sale, apartments, condos, and
other real estate. (Page 59).
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3, Homes For Sale in Bristol County, MA. Browse photos, see new properties, get open house info, and research
neighborhoods on Trulia.

Chapter 6 : Bristol County, Massachusetts Per Diem Rates for
Bristol County, Massachusetts's estimated population is , with a growth rate of % in the past year according to the most
recent United States census data.. Bristol County, Massachusetts is the 6th largest county in Massachusetts.
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Chapter 8 : Climate & Weather Averages in Bristol County, Massachusetts, USA
I'm giving reel 2 Real 5 stars across the board. The staff are hard working individual s who have an exceptiona l eye for
detail and an incredible vision beyond what I ever thought possible.
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